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Let n be a positive integer, F a finite field of order q, and GL(n, F ) the
group of invertible n_n matrices with entries in F. We will be concerned
with the order of the conjugacy classes in GL(n, F ). Expressions for these
values have been computed by Green (with the aid of an unpublished
manuscript of Philip Hall) in [3]. In the following we will reconsider this
problem by viewing it as an application of the Mo bius inversion theorem
on an appropriate partially ordered set. In this direction, we compute the
Mo bius function of a finite torsion module over a principal ideal domain,
and note that this case includes the Mo bius functions of several often
used partially ordered sets. Suppose T # GL(n, F ) and let [T] denote its
conjugacy class in GL(n, F ). Since [T]=[CTC&1 | C # GL(n, F )], the
order of [T] is the index of the centralizer of T in GL(n, F ). To obtain our
desired result it is thus sufficient to compute the order of the centralizer of
T in GL(n, F ). Our expression for this, which involves both binomial and
q-binomial coefficients, appears rather different than the one obtained in
Green. Related to the centralizer of T in GL(n, F ) is the classical result of
Frobenius (see [5], e.g.) on the vector space dimension of the centralizer
of T in Mn(F ), the ring of n_n F-matrices, and the results of Feit and Fine
[1] on the number of pairs of commuting matrices in Mn(F ). Lemma 1
below can be thought of as a variation of Frobenius’ result.
We begin our discussions by reviewing Mo bius inversion.
Let R be a commutative ring with identity and X a locally finite par-
tially ordered set. Recall that a partially ordered set is locally finite if
|[ y # X | x yz]|< for each x, z # X. For x, z # X, we let [x, z]=
[ y # X | x yz] and call this the interval between x and z.
If I(X, R)=[ f : X_X  R | f (x, y)=0 if x y] with the operations
( f + g)(x, y)= f (x, y)+ g(x, y)
fg(x, y)= :
xz y
f (x, z) g(z, y)
(rf )(x, y)=rf (x, y)
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for
f, g # I(X, R), r # R, x, y, z # X,
then I(X, R) is an R algebra called the incidence algebra of X over R.
Certain elements of the incidence algebra will be of special importance to
us. The identity, $, of this algebra is given by
$(x, y)={ 1, if x= y0, otherwise.
The function whose value is 1 at any (x, y) with x y is denoted by ‘. This
function has an inverse which is denoted by + and called the Mo bius
function of the incidence algebra. The following basic and remarkable
relation, then holds.
Theorem 1. Let X be a locally finite partially ordered set and R a
commutative ring with identity. Suppose that x # X is such that
|[ y # X | x y]|<. If f : X  R is a function and
g(x)= :
yx
f ( y)
then
f (x)= :
yx
+(x, y) g( y).
This theorem, which is known as the Mo bius inversion theorem, suggests
that relationships between the values of + are important for the application
of the theorem. See Rota [6] for an extensive discussion of the Mo bius
function and Mo bius inversion. We will need one property of +, due to
Weisner, which holds for the case when X is a finite lattice. In this case X
has a unique maximal element which is denoted by 1 and a unique minimal
element denoted by 0. Weisner’s result then states.
Theorem 2. (Weisner). Let X be a finite lattice and x, z # X. If x{1
then
:
y : y 6 x=z
+(0, y)=0.
A proof of this can be found in Weisner [7], Rota [6], or Greene [4].
Now let R be a principal ideal domain and M a finite torsion module
over R. Recall that M is torsion if, for m # M, there is an r{0 # R with
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rm=0. The set [r # R : rM=0] is an ideal of R and thus generated by
some r0 # R. Call r0 the exponent of M. Suppose r0= pe11 p
e2
2 } } } p
ek
k is the
factorization of r0 into distinct prime powers. It follows that the greatest
common divisor of (r0 pe11 , r0p
e2
2 , ..., r0 p
ek
k )=1 and there exists
*1 , *2 , ..., *k # R with
r0
pe11
*1+
r0
pe22
*2+ } } } +
r0
pekk
*k=1.
For i=1, 2, ..., k, let Mpi=[m # M : p
ei
i m=0]. If m # M, and mi=(r0p
ei
i ) *im
# Mpi , then m=m1+m2+ } } } +mk and M=Mp1 Mp2  } } } Mpk . Let
LR(M) denote the partially ordered set, ordered by inclusion, of all R-sub-
modules of M. Then LR(M) is a finite lattice with 0 and 1. Because any
submodule N of M can be uniquely written as N=Np1 Np2  } } } Npk ,
with Npi a submodule of Mpi , it follows that LR(M) is the direct product
of the lattices LR(Mpi) for i=1, 2, ..., k. Recall that when (X, X) and
(Y, Y) are locally finite partially ordered sets, the partially ordered set
(X_Y, )=[(x, y) | x # X, y # Y] with (x1 , y1)(x2 , y2) if and only if
x1X x2 and y1Y y2 is called the direct product of the partially ordered
sets X and Y. Further, Rota [6] has calculated the Mo bius function of
X_Y, the result being given by
+X_Y ((x1 , y1), (x2 , y2))=+X (x1 , x2) +Y ( y1 , y2).
Hence, in order to compute the Mo bius function of LR(M) it is sufficient
to compute the Mo bius function of LR(Mpi), for each i.
We now assume that M is a finite module of exponent pt, with p a prime
of R and t a positive integer. Suppose A, B # LR(M), with AB. We are
looking to compute +(A, B). As [A, B] is isomorphic to LR(BA), the
computation of the Mo bius function is reduced to the determination of
+(0, M) for each finite module M of exponent pn (again see Rota [6]).
Suppose, first, that n=1. Then px=0, for each x # M, and we may regard
M as a module over RpR. As R is a principal ideal domain and p is a
prime in R, then RpR is a field, and hence, M is a vector space over this
field. Suppose M is a vector space of dimension d. Because M is finite, d
is finite and RpR is a finite field, say of order q. Hence, LR(M)&Vd (q),
where Vd (q) denotes the lattice of subspaces of a d-dimensional vector
space over a field of order q. The Mo bius function of this lattice has been
well studied and can be found in [2] or [6]. Applying that result we have
+(0, M)=(&1)d q(d2).
Now assume that M is a finite module over R of exponent pn, with n>1.
Then there is an m0 # M with p2m0=0 and pm0 {0. Let m1= pm0 and let
A denote the submodule of M generated by m1 . We can assume that A is
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a minimal nonzero submodule of M. If not, pick a minimal nonzero sub-
module A1 of A. Then A1 is cyclic generated by m2=r2 m1 , with r2 # R. As
( p, r2)=1, if m$0=r2 m0 , then p2m$0=0 while pm$0 {0. We could thus
replace A with A1 . We now assume that A is a minimal submodule of M.
Using Weisner’s theorem we have
:
B :A 6 B=M
+(0, B)=0.
Suppose B{M is a submodule of M such that A 6 B=A+B=M.
Then
MB=(A+B)B&A(A & B)=A0,
the last equality holding as A is a minimal submodule and B a proper sub-
module. In particular, p(MB)=B. But, if , : M  MB is the canonical
homomorphism, ,(m1)= p,(m0)=B, and this contradicts A & B=0.
Hence, there do not exist any proper submodules B with M=A+B. We
conclude +(0, M)=0. We record our conclusions in the following.
Theorem 3. Let R be a principal ideal domain and M a finite R-module
of exponent pn, where p is a prime in R and n a positive integer. Suppose
AB are submodules of M:
(i) If BA is a d-dimensional vector space over the field RpR, then
+LR(M)(A, B)=(&1)
d |RpR| (d2).
(ii) +LR(M)(A, B)=0 otherwise.
We examine some special cases of this result. If R is the ring of integers,
and M is a finite module over R, then M is a finite Abelian group. Write
M=Mp1 Mp2  } } } Mpk as the direct sum of its distinct Sylow sub-
groups. If AB are subgroups of M with A=Ap1 Ap2  } } } Apk ,
B=Bp1 Bp2  } } } Bpk , then Api Bpi Mpi , for i=1, 2, ..., k, and
+(A, B)=0 unless Bpi Api is elementary Abelian for each i. If the latter
alternative holds, and |Bpi Api |= p
ni
i , then +(A, B)=>
k
i=1 (&1)
ni p (ni 2)i .
We observe that this case includes many of the most utilized Mo bius
functions.
When M is the cyclic Abeljan group of order pn, with p a prime, the
lattice of subgroups of M is isomorphic to the chain of integers from 0
to n under the map sending the group of order pi to the integer i. This
determines the Mo bius function of the integers under the usual ordering.
If M is a cyclic group of order p1p2 } } } pn , the lattice of subgroups of M
is isomorphic to the Boolean algebra on the set [ p1 , p2 , ..., pn] under the
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mapping sending the subgroup of M of order pi1 , pi2 , ..., pik to the subset
[ pi1 , pi2 , ..., pik]. The isomorphism then determines the Mo bius function of
the Boolean algebra.
If M is a cyclic group of order n= pe11 p
e2
2 } } } p
ek
k , the lattice of subgroups
of M is isomorphic to the interval [1, n] in the poset of integers under
divisibility. This determines the classical Mo bius function.
If M is a finite-dimensional vector space over the finite field F, we can
extend M to a torsion module over F[x] by defining p(x) } v= p(0) } v for
p(x) # F[x] and v # M. We then have M a finite module of exponent x. In
this case, by Theorem 3, we retrieve the Mo bius function of the lattice of
subspaces of a finite dimensional vector space.
Now suppose T is an n_n F-matrix. We consider the number of
matrices, A(T ), in GL(n, F ) which commute with T. As we have previously
remarked, knowing A(T) easily determines the order of the similarity class
of T, since that number is the index of A(T) in Gl(n, F ). The order of
Gl(n, F ) is readily counted. A matrix in GL(n, F ) is described by the
property that it has nonzero first row, and its i th row is not in the span
of the previous i&1 rows, for i=2, 3, ..., n. This tells us that
|GL(n, F )|=(qn&1)(qn&q)(qn&q2) } } } (qn&qn&1).
Regard T as a linear transformation of an n dimensional F-vector
space V. We can consider V as an F[x] module by defining
f (x) } v= f (T)(v), for f (x) # F[x] and v # V. If mT (x) is the minimal poly-
nomial for T, then mT (x)v=0, for all v # V, and so V=VF[x] is a finite
torsion module of exponent mT (x) over the principal ideal domain F[x].
Let mT (x)= pe11 p
e2
2 } } } p
ek
k be the factorization of mT (x) into distinct prime
powers and, for i=1, 2, ..., k, let Vi=[v # V : peii (x)v=0]. Then, V is the
direct sum of the F[x] modules Vi . If A and B are F[x] modules, let
HomF[x](A, B) denote the F[x]-module of all F[x]-module homo-
morphism of A into B. Suppose S # HomF[x](V, V). Then, for v # V, S(x } v)=
x } S(v). This says that S(T(v))=T(S(v)) and so S and T commute. Thus
HomF[x](V, V ) consists of the collection of all linear transformations of V
which commute with T. As, S(Vi)Vi ,
HomF[x](V, V)&HomF[x](V1 , V1)HomF[x](V2 , V2)
 } } } HomF[x](Vk , Vk).
Hence, in order to compute the centralizer of T # GL(n, F ), it is sufficient
to assume that V=V1 and mT (x)=( p(x))e.
Recall that VF[x] , being a finitely generated module over a principal
ideal domain, is the direct sum of cyclic modules, W1 , W2 , ..., Ws , with
Wi &F[x](( p(x))mi F[x]) and e=m1m2 } } } ms1. Further, if
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d=deg( p(x)) and V is an n-dimensional F-vector space, then n=dm1+
dm2+ } } } +dms . With this notation, we will say that the module VF[x] is
of type (m1 , m2 , ..., ms) with respect to p(x). We first compute the order of
HomF[x](W, V ), for selected F[x] modules W, V.
Lemma 1. Let F be a finite field of order q and p(x) # F[x] an
irreducible polynomial of degree d. Suppose that W and V are finite F[x]
modules of types (m1 , m2 , ..., ms) and (n1 , n2 , ..., nt), respectively. Each of
these types is with respect to p(x). For each integer i=1, 2, ..., s, define the
integer N(i) as follows; if n1<mi , let N(i)=0, while if n1mi , let N(i) be
the largest integer j, with jt, such that njmi . Then
|HomF[x](W, V )|=qd (
s
i=1 (N(i) mi+nN(i)+1+nN(i)+2+ } } } +nt)).
Proof. We are given that WF[x] is a direct sum of cyclic modules
W1 , W2 , ..., Ws with Wi &F[x](( p(x))mi F[x]). Let wi be a generator
of Wi . Then an element, * # HomF[x](V, V) is determined once its
image on each of w1 , w2 , ..., ws is known, and the image of wi must be
annihilated by ( p(x))mi . But in F[x](( p(x))nj F[x]), a direct summand
of VF[x] , it is easy to see that the number of elements that are anni-
hilated by ( p(x))mi is qdz, where z=min(mi , nj). We conclude that there are
qd (N(i) mi+nN(i)+1+nN(i)+2+ } } } +nt) possible values for *(wi). The result now
follows. K
Lemma 1 is closely related to Frobenius’ theorem.
For W # L(VF[X]), let N=(W)=|[, # HomF[X](V, V ) : kernel(,)=W]|
and N(W)=|[, # HomF[X](V, V ) : kernel(,)$W]|. Then
N(W)= :
U # L(VF [X]) : U$W
N=(U ).
By Mo bius inversion in the lattice L(VF[X]), we obtain
N=(W)= :
U$W
+(W, U) N(U).
Now an F-linear transformation, S, of V commutes with T and is invertible
if and only if S # HomF[X](V, V ) and the kernel of S is [0]. Hence we wish
to compute N=(0). If M is a module over a commutative ring R and p
a prime in R, let socp(M)=[m # M : pm=0]. Then socp(M) is an R
submodule of M called the p-socle of M. It can be regarded as an RpR
module.
In Theorem 3 we computed the Mo bius function of L(VF[X]) and
observed that +(0, U){0 precisely when U is a submodule of socp(VF [X]).
Given such a U, there is a one-to-one correspondence between those
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, # HomF[X](V, V) with U in the kernel of , and the elements of
HomF[X](VU, V ). Indeed, any element , in the first set can be regarded
as an element of the second set by factoring the map through U. We can
calculate the number of elements in HomF[x](VU, V ) with the aid of the
previous lemma, but first we must determine VU as a sum of cyclic
modules. This is done in the next theorem. The following terminology will
be useful for the statement of the theorem. If R is a commutative ring and
M an R-module, we say that the set AM is an independent set of
generators for M if M=a # A Ra. Any finitely generated torsion module
over a principal ideal domain has an independent set of generators since
such a module is the direct sum of cyclic modules. Before showing that an
independent set of generators for a submodule of the socle of M can be
lifted to an independent set of generators for M we verify a lemma which
will be used in the proof of the theorem.
Lemma 2. Let R be a principal ideal domain and M a finitely generated
torsion R-module. If N is an R-submodule of M which is isomorphic to M,
then N=M.
Proof. Without loss of generality we can suppose that, for some prime
p # R, M=[m # M : pkm=0 for some integer k]. Certainly socp(N)=
[n # N : pn=0]socp(M). As socp(M) is a finite-dimensional vector space
over RpR, and socp(N) is a subspace of socp(M) of the same dimension,
we have socp(N)=socp(M). Let M1=socp(M) and Mi=[m # M :
pm # Mi&1]. For each integer i, we have Ni Mi and, as Mi is a finitely
generated torsion module, for some integer k, Mk=M. Further, MiMi&1
can be considered a module over the field RpR. We know that M1=N1
and suppose, inductively, that Mi&1=Ni&1. Since NiNi&1 is a submodule
of MiMi&1 which is isomorphic to that latter module, and both of these
modules are finite-dimensional vector spaces, we conclude that Ni Ni&1=
Mi Mi&1. Hence, Ni=Mi . We thus conclude that Mi=Ni for all i, and
M=N. K
Theorem 4. Suppose R is a principal ideal domain, M a finitely
generated torsion R-module, and p a prime in R. If U is a submodule of
socp(M) with independent set of generators v1 , v2 , ..., vm then there is an
independent set of generators a1 , a2 , ..., an for M and elements r1 , r2 , ..., rm of
R with riai=vi , for i=1, 2, ..., m.
Proof. Since Mp=[m # M : pkm=0 for some integer k] is a direct
summand of M, and UMp , it is sufficient to verify the result when
M=Mp . We then suppose that M=Mp . Now R is a principal ideal
domain and pR a maximal ideal of this ring. Both U and socp(M) can be
regarded as modules over the field RpR. Then v1 , v2 , ..., vm is a vector
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space basis for U and we may extend it to a vector space basis v1 , v2 , ..., vn
of socp(M). For i=1, 2, ..., n, let ki be the largest nonnegative integer such
that there exists an element yi # M with pki yi=vi . The integer ki is called
the p-height of vi in MR . We will show that [ y1 , y2 , ..., yn] is an independent
set of generators for M. We verify this last assertion by induction on n.
If n=1, and M is generated by z # M, with k the p-height of z in MR ,
then socp(M) is generated by pk&1z. There is then an element c # R,
with (c, p)=1, such that v1=cpk&1z. Thus pk&1y1=cpk&1z=v1 and
pk&1( y1&cz)=0. If y1=rz, r # R, then r=c+tp, for some t # R. We con-
clude that y1=rz=cz+ ptz also generates M, as (c+ pt, p)=1. This estab-
lishes the case when n=1.
We now assume that M is generated by n elements and that we know the
result for torsion modules generated by fewer than n elements. If S is a
subset of M, write (S) for the submodule generated by S. Note that
M( y1) is the direct sum of cyclic modules and suppose
M( y1)=(w1+( y1)) (w2+( y1))  } } } (wj+( y1))
with w1 , w2 , ..., wj # M. If (wi+( y1)) &RpriR, and wi is of order si in M,
we have siri and priwi # ( y1) . By the selection of y1 we must have
priwi= priti with ti # ( y1) . Let zi=wi&ti . Then zi+( y1)=wi+( y1) and
the order of zi in M agrees with the order of wi+( y1) in M( y1) .
Let N=(z1 , z2 , ..., zj) . If m # M, there are :1 , :2 , ..., :j # R with
m+( y1) =:1 z1+:2 z2+ } } } +:jzj+( y1).
This tells us that m&(:1z1+:2 z2+ } } } :j zj) # ( y1) and we conclude that
N+( y1) =M. To check that this sum of modules is a direct sum, let
m1 # N & ( y1). Then m1=a1 z1+a2z2+ } } } +ajzj with a1 , a2 , ..., aj # R.
Further, a1z1+a2z2+ } } } ajzj=( y1) , where zi denotes zi+( y1). We
conclude that, for each i=1, 2, ..., j, aizi=0 , and thus the order of zi
divides ai . Hence, the order of zi divides ai and m1=0. We have shown
that M=( y1) N and j=n&1.
Let T=( y1 , y2 , ..., yn) . We now observe that T=( y1) 
( y2)  } } } ( yn) . If not, there are r1 , r2 , ..., rn # R with r1y1+
r2y2+ } } } +rnyn=0 and ri yi {0 for some i. For each integer
m=1, 2, ..., n, let pdm be the highest power of p dividing rm . Further, let
tm={km&dm0
if dmkm ,
if dm>km ,
and write t=max[t1 , t2 , ..., tn]. We then have
ptr1 y1+ ptr2y2+ } } } + ptrnyn=0.
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By the choice of t, this last relation can be written as
s1v1+s2v2+ } } } +snvn=0,
for some s1 , s2 , ..., sn # R. In addition, for some integer, i, si vi {0. Looking
at this relation over RpR, we obtain a contradiction to the linear
independence of the vector space basis v1 , v2 , ..., vn . This assures us that
T=( y1) ( y2)  } } } ( yn).
As M=( y1) N, let , : M  N be the projection homomorphism.
From our expression for T as a direct sum of the cyclic submodules
generated by the y$i s, we have that ,(( y2) ( y3)  } } } ( yn) )&
( y2) ( y3)  } } } ( yn) . Further ,(v2), ,(v3), ..., ,(vn) forms a basis for
socp(N) and ,( yi) is such that pki,( yi)=,(vi). By the induction assump-
tion, we have M&( y1) ,(( y2) ( y3)  } } } ( yn) ). Since T is a
submodule of M and isomorphic to it, from Lemma 3, we conclude M=T.
This completes the proof of the theorem. K
We will use the following corollary of this proposition.
Corollary 1. Suppose R is a principal ideal domain, p is a prime in R,
and
M&Rpe1RRpe2R } } } Rpen R
with ei>0, as R-modules. If X is a submodule of socp(M) with the dimension
of X, as an RpR-module, k, then
MX&Rp f1RRp f2R } } } Rp fnR,
with fi # [ei , ei&1] and f1+ f2+ } } } + fn+k=e1+e2+ } } } +en .
Before giving our main result, we illustrate our observations in a special
case. If VF[x] is a direct sum of k-submodules, each isomorphic to
F[x](( p(x))r F[x]), where p(x) is an irreducible polynomial in F[x],
then any submodule W of dimension s, in socp(VF[x]), has the property
that VF[x] W is isomorphic to the direct sum of s submodules isomorphic
to F[x](( p(x))r&1 F[x]) and k&s submodules each isomorphic to
F[x](( p(x)r&1) F[x]). We have already noted that N(W)=
|HomF[x](VW, V)|. Using Lemma l, we then have
N(W)=qdrk(k&s)qd(r&1) ks.
Here d is the degree of p. Rewriting this expression and noting that there
are [ ks]q such modules W (here [
k
s]q denotes the q-binomial coefficient
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which computes the number of subspaces of dimension s in an n-dimen-
sional vector space over a finite field of q elements; see [2]). We obtain
N=(0)= :
k
s=0
(&1)s q d (
s
2) _ks&qd qdrk
2&dks.
In order to handle the general situation we again let M be a finite
module of exponent pn and socp(M) its p-socle. If W, a submodule of
socp(M), has basis B=[w1 , w2 , ..., wn], let ti=|[w # B : w has p height i]|.
Further write CW=(t0 , t1 , t2 , ..., tn&1). We will refer to CW as the class
of W. From Theorem 4 it follows that CW is independent of the basis B.
Define Wi to be the submodule of W generated by the elements of a basis
of W of p-height i. We then must have
W=W0 W1  } } } Wn&1
and, for i=1, 2, ..., n the dimension of Wi is ti . We call this a class decom-
position of W. The class decomposition, however, depends upon the basis
selected. We do not indicate the basis selected in the notation, as the
particular basis selected will not alter our results. Or, if one prefers, one
can select a fixed basis for each submodule of socp(M) and carry out the
decompositions with respect to the bases selected. Hence, if m # socp(M),
we can write m uniquely in the form m=m0+m1+ } } } +mn&1 with
mi # socp(M) i , for i=0, 1, ..., n&1. By Theorem 4 there are submodules
M$0 , M$1 , ..., M$n&1 of M having the properties that
M=M$0 M$1  } } } M$n&1
and, for each i=0, 1, ..., n&1, socp(M$i)=Mi . We now define, for each
i=1, 2, ..., n the map
,i : socp(M)  socp(M)
given by ,i (m)=mi .
Let Csocp(M)=(s0 , s1 , ..., sn&1), so that si=dimRpR(socp(M) i) and si is
the number of summands isomorphic to Rpi+1R in the decomposition of
M as the direct sum of cyclic modules. If the submodule W of socp(M) has
class (t0 , t1 , ..., tn&1) then, as a basis of W can be extended to a basis of
socp(M), we must have tisi for i=0, 1, 2, ..., n&1. Let CL(M) denote
the collection of all CW , for Wsocp(M). It follows that CL(M)=
[(a0 , a1 , ..., an&1) | 0aisi for i=0, 1, ..., n&1].
Suppose A=(a0 , a1 , ..., an&1) # CL(M). We wish to determine how
many submodules, W, of socp(M) have the property that CW=A. If W has
class decomposition W=W1 W2  } } } Wn&1 , then for each i=0,
1, ..., n&1, the restriction, ,$i , of ,i to Wi is injective. This can be observed
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in the following way. If w{0 is in the kernel of ,$i , then w must have
p-weight i, and yet there does not exist an element m # M$1M$2  } } } 
M$i&1M$i+1 } } } M$n with pix=w. Since w can be included in a basis
of Wi , this contradicts Theorem 4.
Suppose Ui is the image of ,$i and u1 , u2 , ..., uai a basis of Ui . For
j=1, 2, ..., ai , the p-height of (,$i)&1 (uj) is pi, and thus (,$i)&1 (uj)&uj #
socp(M) i+1socp(M) i+2  } } } socp(M)n&1. But there are [ siai]q d choices
for the image Ui and pd(si+1+si+2+ } } } +sn&1) choices for (,$i)&1(uj)&uj . If, for
convenience, we define sn=0 we conclude that the number of submodules
of socp(M), each of which has class A=(a0 , a1 , ..., an&1), is
‘
n&1
i=0 _
si
ai&q d qd (ai)(si+1+si+2+ } } } +sn&1).
Now suppose that Csocp (VF [x])=(s0 , s1 , ..., sn&1). It then follows that
VF[x] can be written as the sum of submodules M1 , M2 , ..., Mn , where Mi
is the direct sum of si&1 copies of F[x]piF[x]. Let U be a submodule of
socp(VF[x]) of class A=(a0 , a1 , ..., an&1). We need compute N(U). But
we have observed that N(U )=|HomF [x](VU, V)|. From Corollary 1,
we find that VU can be written as the direct sum of submodules
N1 , N2 , ..., Nn where Ni is isomorphic to the direct sum of si&1&ai&1
copies of F[x]piF[x] and ai&1 copies of F[x]pi&1F[x]. Using Lemma 1,
and, for convenience, letting an=0, we then have
|HomF[x](VU, V )|=qd (
n
j=1 [ j (sj&1+ } } } +sn&1)+
j&2
i=0 (i+1) si ][sj&1&aj&1+aj ]).
Since, from Theorem 3, we have
+L(VF [x])(0, U )=(&1)
 i=0
i=n&1 ai qd (
n&1
i=0 ai 2),
we arrive at our main result.
Theorem 5. Let F be a finite field of order q, V an n-dimensional vector
space over F, p(x) # F[x] an irreducible polynomial of degree d and
T # GL(n, F ) a matrix with minimal polynomial a power of p(x). Extend V
to an F[x] module by xv=Tv, and suppose that VF [x] is of class (s0 , s1 , ...,
sn&1). (Here si is the number of summands isomorphic to F[x]pi+1F[x]
when VF[x] is written as the sum of cyclic modules.) Let CL(VF[x])=
[(a0 , ai , ..., an&1) | 0aisi for i=1, 2, ..., n&1]. For A=(a0 , a1 , ..., an&1) #
CL(VF [x]), let S(A)=n&1i=0 ai and
E(A)= :
n
j=1 \_j \ :
n&1
i= j&1
si++ :
j&2
i=0
(i+1) si&[sj&1&aj&1+aj]+aj&1 \ :
n&1
i= j
si++ .
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Then the order of the centralizer of T in GL(n, F ) is given by
:
A=(a0 , a1 , ..., an&1) # CL(VF [x])
(&1)S(A) qd(
S(A)
2 ) _s0a0&qd _
s1
a1&qd } } } _
sn&1
an&1&qd qd } E(A).
Corollary 2. Let F be a finite field of order q, V an n-dimensional
vector space over F and T # GL(n, F ) a matrix with minimal polynomial
m(x) having prime factorization m(x)= pe11 p
e2
2 } } } p
ek
k . Extend V to an F[x]
module by xv=Tv and write
VF[x]=V1 V2  } } } Vk ,
where Vi=[v # V | peiv=0]. Suppose dimF (Vi)=ni and write Ti for the
restriction of T to Vi . Then the order of the centralizer of T in GL(n, F ) is
the product of the orders of the centralizers of Ti in GL(ni , F ) for
i=1, 2, ..., k, and these are described in Theorem 5.
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